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TO THE HONORABLE STACEY G. C. JERNIGAN, 

CHIEF UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE: 

 

Defendants Dolphin Direct Equity Partners, L.P. (“DDEP”), Dolphin Advisors, LLC 

(“Dolphin Advisors”) and Peter E. Salas (“Salas”, collectively, “Defendants”), file this Motion 

for Judgment on the Pleadings pursuant to Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (the 

“Motion”), and in support respectfully states as follows: 

STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 

1. Debtor filed its voluntary petition for relief on October 26, 2019. 

2. The Court converted the Chapter 11 on February 12, 2020 and the Trustee was 

appointed. 

3. The Trustee filed this adversary proceeding on October 25, 2021. 

4. The Trustee filed her first amended complaint (“Amended Complaint”) on 

November 16, 2021. 

5. The Amended Complaint seeks avoidance and recovery of three alleged transfers 

as it relates to Defendants, including the alleged transfer of the “Kingdom Note” from Debtor to 

DDEP on July 31, 2017 (Amended Complaint ¶¶ 14, 21), a 1% equity interest in “Double 

Mountain Mining” from Debtor to DDEP on December 31, 2017 (Amended Complaint ¶¶ 14, 22), 

and a royalty interest stream in “Double Mountain Mining” from Debtor to DDEP on December 

31, 2017 (Amended Complaint ¶¶ 14, 22). 

6. The Trustee alleges that the “Kingdom Note” is a promissory note with a face value 

of $8,625,000 with Kingdom Resources, Inc. as the maker. Amended Complaint ¶ 14(a). 

7. Debtor is a limited partnership organized pursuant to the Delaware Revised 

Uniform Limited Partnership Act. See Exhibit 1 to Amended Complaint. 

8. DDEP is a limited partnership organized pursuant to the Delaware Revised Uniform 
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Limited Partnership Act. See Exhibit 3 to Amended Complaint. 

9. Dolphin Advisors is a Delaware limited liability company. Amended Complaint ¶4. 

10. On June 27, 2022, Defendants requested leave from the Court to file an amended 

answer and counterclaims (the “Motion for Leave”). 

11. The Court held a hearing on the Motion for Leave on July 26, 2022, wherein the 

following was represented to the Court: 

[I]n 2016, Dolphin facilitated a transaction in which the Debtor 

became the payee of an $8-1/2 million note that was owed by an 

entity called Double Mountain Mining 
. . . . 

That note between the Debtor and Double Mountain Mining 

eventually went into default, and it was in default when Dolphin 

received that note, and Dolphin received that note in exchange for 

forgiving debt to the Debtor 

. . . . 

So what we are challenging here, Your Honor, which Mr. Fairlie 

briefly touched on, are fraudulent transfers of three assets. One is a 

promissory note that we contend is worth $12-1/2 million for which 

the Debtor transferred to Dolphin Direct Equity Partners for zero in 

return. No consideration. Second is a royalty interest in a company 

called Double Mountain Mining. And third is a membership interest, 

a one percent ownership interest in Double Mountain Mining. 
 

See July 26, 2022 Hearing Transcript on Defendants’ Motion for Leave to Amend [Doc. 74], 

attached hereto as Exhibit 1, at 4:18-21, 5:9-12, and 22:12-19. 

12. On July 28, 2022, the Trustee filed a Motion to Compel Discovery [Doc. 83] (the 

“Motion to Compel”) seeking discovery allegedly “germane” to an alleged alter ego theory. 

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARD 

Rule 12(c) is “designed to dispose of cases where material facts are not in dispute and 

judgment on the merits can be rendered by looking to the substance of the pleadings and any 

judicially noticed facts.” Great Plains Trust Co. v. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co., 313 F.3d 

305, 312 (5th Cir. 2002) (quoting Hebert Abstract Co., Inc. v. Touchstone Properties, Ltd., 914 
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F.2d 74, 76 (5th Cir. 1990)). In other words, judgment on the pleadings pursuant to Rule 12(c) is 

appropriate where “material facts are not in dispute and questions of law are all that remain.” 

Voest-Alpine Trading USA Corp. v. Bank of China, 142 F.3d 887, 891 (5th Cir. 1998); see also 

Brittan Communications Int'l Corp. v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 313 F.3d 899, 904 (5th Cir. 

2002). “The standard for deciding such a motion is the same as that for a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to 

dismiss for failure to state a claim.” In re Katrina Canal Breaches Litig., 495 F.3d 191, 205 (5th 

Cir. 2007).   

Under Rule 12(c), courts accept all allegations in a complaint as true. See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 

556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009).  However, “the complaint must contain either direct allegations on every 

material point necessary to sustain a recovery . . . or contain allegations from which an inference 

may be fairly drawn that evidence on these material points will be introduced at trial.” Campbell 

v. City of San Antonio, 43 F.3d 973, 975 (5th Cir. 1995) (citation omitted).  Moreover, “conclusory 

allegations or legal conclusions masquerading as factual conclusions will not suffice to prevent a 

motion to dismiss.” Fernandez-Montes v. Allied Pilots Ass'n, 987 F.2d 278, 284 (5th Cir. 1993). 

Courts considering a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(c) are only obligated to allow those 

complaints that are facially plausible under the Iqbal and Twombly standards. See Iqbal, 556 U.S. 

at 678-79; see also Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007). 

The Court may take judicial notice of the contents of public records when considering a 

motion for judgment on the pleadings. See Jefferson v. Lead Indus. Ass'n, Inc., 106 F.3d 1245, 

1250 n. 14 (5th Cir.1997) (“The Court may take judicial notice of the contents of public records 

on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion.”). The Court may also consider public records of prior court 

proceedings. See Clifton v. Warnaco, Inc., 53 F.3d 1280, 1995 WL 295863, *6 n. 13 (5th Cir. 

1995). 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The Trustee Has Failed to State A Claim Regarding the Alleged “Kingdom Note” 

Counts I and III of the Amended Complaint allege violation of the Texas Uniform 

Fraudulent Transfer Act against DDEP for, among other things, alleged receipt of the “Kingdom 

Note.” Amended Complaint ¶¶ 28, 44. The Trustee alleges the existence of a promissory note with 

a face value of $8,625,000 with “Kingdom Resources, Inc.” as the maker, and defines the same as 

the “Kingdom Note.” See supra Statement of Undisputed Facts (“SOF”) at ¶ 5. As the Trustee is 

aware, and has been for several months, the “Kingdom Note” does not exist. See SOF ¶ 6. 

Accepting all allegations in the Amended Complaint as true, the Amended Complaint does 

not contain direct allegations or allegations from which an inference may be fairly drawn that 

evidence entitlement to avoid the alleged transfer of the “Kingdom Note.” Campbell v. City of San 

Antonio, 43 F.3d 973, 975 (5th Cir. 1995) (citation omitted).  Moreover, there are not even 

“conclusory allegations or legal conclusions masquerading as factual conclusions” regarding the 

alleged transfer of the “Kingdom Note” that can sustain recovery. Fernandez-Montes, 987 F.2d at 

284. Material facts are not in dispute and questions of law are all that remain. Voest-Alpine Trading 

USA Corp., 142 F.3d at 891. The alleged “Kingdom Note” does not exist and thus, the Trustee has 

failed to state a claim for relief regarding the alleged transfer of the “Kingdom Note” from Debtor 

to DDEP (Amended Complaint ¶¶ 28, 44) and Counts I and III regarding the “Kingdom Note” 

should be dismissed accordingly. 

II. Trustee Has Failed to State Claims Under 11 U.S.C. § 548. 

Counts II and IV of the Amended Complaint allege violation of 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(A) 

and (1)(B) against DDEP for the alleged transfer of the “Kingdom Note” from Debtor to DDEP 

on July 31, 2017; a 1% equity interest in “Double Mountain Mining” from Debtor to DDEP on 
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December 31, 2017;  and a royalty interest stream in “Double Mountain Mining” from Debtor to 

DDEP on December 31, 2017. See SOF ¶ 5; Amended Complaint ¶¶ 41, 50. 

As an initial matter, and as detailed above, there is no claim for an alleged transfer of the 

“Kingdom Note” and Counts II and IV of the Amended Complaint should be dismissed 

accordingly. Moreover, even if the “Kingdom Note” existed, the Trustee alleges the transfer 

occurred on July 31, 2017 (SOF ¶ 5), more than two years before the petition date. The Trustee is 

barred from recovering the same under 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1) as outside the two-year lookback. 

III. Trustee Has Failed to State Claims for Alter Ego and Piercing the Corporate Veil. 

Count VII of the Amended Complaint seeks to assert liability theories of alter ego/piercing 

the corporate veil against DDEP, Salas, and Dolphin Advisors. Amended Complaint ¶¶ 65-68. 

A. Trustee cannot pierce the corporate veil of a non-party. 

 

While the Trustee attempts to pierce the corporate veil of all Defendants, the Amended 

Complaint alleges that Mr. Salas holds equity in Dolphin Advisors and DDEP (both defendants in 

this case) through “Dolphin Management.” Amended Complaint ¶¶ 10, 12, 29. The Trustee did 

not include “Dolphin Management” as a party to this case, however. Thus, accepting the 

allegations in the Trustee’s Amended Complaint as true, if the Trustee seeks to veil-pierce through 

DDEP and Dolphin Advisors and disregard their corporate forms, the Trustee would then reach 

“Dolphin Management,” which the Trustee would then have to subsequently veil-pierce through 

to reach Mr. Salas. Amended Complaint ¶¶ 10, 12, 29. This presents many problems. First, there 

are obvious due process and constitutional issues in seeking to hold a non-party shareholder liable 

for a potential judgment of an entity. There are further obvious due process and constitutional 

issues in seeking to then veil-pierce through that non-party shareholder entity to reach a 

shareholder of the non-party entity. Moreover, the Complaint does not contain a single allegation 
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against “Dolphin Management” that would support a veil piercing effort through “Dolphin 

Management” to reach Mr. Salas, or any other shareholder of “Dolphin Management.” See infra 

Section III(B). 

The Trustee’s alter ego theory is fatally flawed in failing to include a necessary link in the 

corporate chain. Accepting the allegations in the Amended Complaint as true, the Trustee cannot 

veil pierce/alter ego through DDEP and Dolphin Advisors and attempt to hold a non-party 

shareholder entity liable, and then subsequently disregard that non-party shareholder entity’s 

corporate form, when that entity is not even a party to this action. The Trustee also cannot 

accomplish this where there is not a single allegation against “Dolphin Management” that would 

support this effort even if the Trustee actually included “Dolphin Management” as a party. Thus, 

accepting all allegations in the Amended Complaint as true, the Amended Complaint does not 

contain direct allegations or allegations from which an inference may be fairly drawn that evidence 

entitlement to veil piercing/alter ego liability. Campbell v. City of San Antonio, 43 F.3d 973, 975 

(5th Cir. 1995) (citation omitted).  Moreover, there are not even “conclusory allegations or legal 

conclusions masquerading as factual conclusions” regarding entitlement to veil piercing/alter ego 

liability given the failure to include “Dolphin Management.” Fernandez-Montes v. Allied Pilots 

Ass'n, 987 F.2d 278, 284 (5th Cir. 1993). Material facts are not in dispute and questions of law are 

all that remain (Voest-Alpine Trading USA Corp. v. Bank of China, 142 F.3d 887, 891 (5th Cir. 

1998)) and the Trustee cannot prevail on a veil piercing/alter ego liability theory.  

B. Trustee has failed to plead elements of alter ego under Delaware law. 

 

Even if the Trustee included “Dolphin Management” as a party, the Trustee’s veil 

piercing/alter ego liability theory fails as a matter of law for an additional reason. As an initial 

matter, the Trustee is incorrect that Texas law governs the alter ego analysis. See Motion to Compel 
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at 11. Federal courts in Texas apply the law of the state of incorporation when a corporation’s 

internal affairs are at issue, including attempts to pierce the corporate veil and establish alter ego 

liability. See Askanase v. Fatjo, 130 F.3d 657, 670 (5th Cir. 1997); Alberto v. Diversified Grp., 

Inc., 55 F.3d 201, 204 (5th Cir. 1995) (finding Delaware law, not Texas law, governed alter ego 

analysis where jurisdiction of incorporation of target was Delaware); see also TEX. BUS. ORGS. 

CODE ANN. § 1.102 (West). DDEP and Dolphin Advisors are Delaware entities. SOF ¶¶ 8-9. 

Under Delaware law, to establish an alter ego liability theory, a plaintiff must first establish 

the existence of numerous factors1 and then a plaintiff must also demonstrate a “misuse” of the 

corporate form that constitutes fraud or an overall element of injustice or unfairness. See Sears, 

Roebuck & Co. v. Sears plc, 744 F.Supp. 1297, 1304 (D.Del.1990) (“In order to reach a parent 

corporation under the alter-ego theory, the plaintiff must show fraud, injustice, or inequity in the 

use of the corporate form.”); Mobil Oil Corp. v. Linear Films, Inc., 718 F. Supp. 260, 269 (D. Del. 

1989) (“The law requires that fraud or injustice be found in the defendant’s use of the corporate 

form.”); see also In re Sims, 994 F.2d 210, 218 n. 11 (5th Cir.1993) (noting that to pierce the 

corporate veil, “Delaware requires ‘fraud or something like it’”). Failure to plead injustice or fraud 

in addition to the factors is fatal to an alter ego theory under Delaware law. See Mobil Oil Corp., 

718 F. Supp. at 267.2 

                                                      
1 “These factors include whether the corporation was adequately capitalized for the corporate 

undertaking; whether the corporation was solvent; whether dividends were paid, corporate records 

kept, officers and directors functioned properly, and other corporate formalities were observed; 

whether the dominant shareholder siphoned corporate funds; and whether, in general, the 

corporation simply functioned as a facade for the dominant shareholder. Alberto v. Diversified 

Grp., Inc., 55 F.3d 201, 205 (5th Cir. 1995) (applyimg Delaware alter ego law) (quotation marks 

omitted) (citation omitted). 
2 The Delaware court explained that the “factual allegations, if accurate, demonstrate that the 

Delaware corporation and the Oklahoma corporation were closely connected. Also, the Linear 

entities were less than steadfast in their observation of corporate formalities. Nevertheless, these 

facts standing alone are insufficient for the alter ego theory to operate to pierce the corporate veil. 
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Delaware law is also clear that “the alleged fraud or inequity must be distinct from the tort 

alleged in the complaint.” Sears, Roebuck & Co., 744 F. Supp. at 1305. “Any breach of contract 

and any tort . . . is, in some sense, an injustice.” Mobil Oil Corp., 718 F. Supp. at 268. “Obviously 

this type of ‘injustice’ is not what is contemplated by the common law rule that piercing the 

corporate veil is appropriate only upon a showing of fraud or something like fraud.” Id. “The 

underlying cause of action does not supply the necessary fraud or injustice. To hold otherwise 

would render the fraud or injustice element meaningless, and would sanction bootstrapping.” Id. 

Delaware law is clear that fraud or injustice in use of the corporate form must be pled. Id. at 269. 

The Trustee attempts to allege three grounds to justify alter ego liability, each of which fail 

to plead the required fraud or injustice regarding any of the Defendants’ alleged misuse of their 

corporate form that Delaware law requires. First, the Trustee argues that “to the extent that any of 

the Defendants are without assets sufficient to satisfy a judgment against them by Plaintiff, it is 

because Salas stripped such Defendant of its assets through his dominion and control of said entity 

and disregard of corporate form of such entity.” Amended Complaint ¶ 68(a). This is merely a 

potential adequate capitalization factor as part of the first step of the analysis (Alberto v. Diversified 

Grp., Inc., 55 F.3d 201, 205 (5th Cir. 1995)), and which the Trustee falls short of even alleging 

that there is a failure of adequate capitalization anyway. The Fifth Circuit, in applying Delaware 

law, has clearly rejected this argument. See Alberto, 55 F.3d at 206 (applying Delaware law and 

explaining that “[a]lthough Alberto et al. are factually correct that JL was undercapitalized from 

purchase to bankruptcy, we cannot agree that this truth provides the necessary proof from which a 

                                                      

An additional element is required. As detailed below, the Delaware corporation can be held 

liable under the alter ego theory for infringement by its Oklahoma subsidiary only if its use of 

the corporate form would, if left unchecked, work as a fraud or something in the nature of a 

fraud. Mobil has alleged no such fraud or injustice. Accordingly, for the reasons outlined below, 

the Court finds that plaintiff's alter ego theory cannot apply in this case.” (emphasis added). 
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reasonable factfinder could find the existence of an overall element of injustice or unfairness.”). 

Moreover, the Fifth Circuit explained that “[a]lthough Alberto et al. are understandably 

disappointed that some of their judgments against JL may go unpaid, that is clearly not the kind of 

unfairness or injustice that will satisfy Delaware law and provoke disregard of the corporate form.” 

Id. at 207. Here, the Trustee has not even alleged that there is insufficient capital to cover a 

potential judgment. Even if she did, this still falls short of the kind of fraud, unfairness, or injustice 

that must be pled to satisfy Delaware law in disregarding corporate form. 

The Trustee next argues two related grounds: “[i]mposing responsibility on Salas is 

necessary to achieve equity, as Salas exercised control over the daily operations of DDEP, Dolphin 

Advisors, Riley, and the Dolphin Organizations and acted as the true prime mover behind said 

entities’ actions” (Amended Complaint ¶ 68(b) and “Salas, through his domination and control of 

DDEP, Dolphin Advisors, Riley, and the Dolphin Organizations, has conducted his own business 

through said entities, which exist solely to serve his personal interests and shield him from liability 

for his unlawful action.” Amended Complaint ¶ 68(c)). This is similarly just a factor in the first 

part of the alter ego analysis (i.e., dominion and control) and does not allege any fraud or injustice 

that results from any alleged misuse of their corporate form. Indeed, Delaware courts have also 

explicitly rejected this argument. See Mobil Oil Corp. v. Linear Films, Inc., 718 F. Supp. 260, 271 

(D. Del. 1989) (“The Court declines to adopt the notion that a parent company can be held liable 

for the obligations of a subsidiary purely on the basis of domination and control, without an 

additional finding of fraud or injustice in using the corporate form.”). Moreover, the Trustee’s 

blanket assertion that DDEP and Dolphin Advisors “exist solely to serve his personal interests and 

shield him from liability for his unlawful action” is the exact type of “conclusory allegations or 

legal conclusions masquerading as factual conclusions [that] will not suffice to prevent a motion 
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to dismiss.” Fernandez-Montes v. Allied Pilots Ass'n, 987 F.2d 278, 284 (5th Cir. 1993).  

The Amended Complaint fails to plead either direct allegations or allegations from which 

an inference may be fairly drawn (Campbell v. City of San Antonio, 43 F.3d 973, 975 (5th Cir. 

1995)) that evidence fraud or injustice regarding any of the Defendants’ alleged misuse of their 

corporate forms, which Delaware law explicitly requires for purposes of alter ego liability. Sears, 

Roebuck & Co., 744 F. Supp. at 1305; Mobil Oil Corp., 718 F. Supp. at 268; In re Sims, 994 F.2d 

210, 218 n. 11 (5th Cir.1993). Count VII of the Amended Complaint should be dismissed 

accordingly. 

WHEREFORE, Defendants respectfully request that the Court enter an order (i) granting 

this Motion; (ii) dismissing Counts I, II, III, VI, and VII with prejudice as provided herein; and 

(iii) granting such other and further relief it deems just and appropriate. 

Dated: September 6, 2022. Respectfully submitted, 

 

 /s/ Zachary R.G. Fairlie   
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